Sunday, February 3, 2018
Elkton Indoor Tennis
Elkton, Md.

Delaware 5, Chestnut Hill 2

DOUBLES
1. James Wilkinson/Luis Molina (Delaware) def. Thomas Pitchley/Erik Jorsal (CH), 6-4
2. Antoine Gautier/Jesus Darias (CH) def. Asdrubal Marcano/Luis Marcano (Delaware), 6-1
3. Blaise Casselbury/Dominick Perez (Delaware) def. Kai Adler/Adam Gavin (CH), 6-3
Order of Finish: 2, 3, 1

SINGLES
1. Thomas Pitchley (CH) def. Luis Molina (Delaware), 6-1, 7-5
2. Guilherme Voldoleiros (Delaware) def. Jesus Dorias (CH), 6-1, 6-4
3. Blaise Casselbury (Delaware) def. Antoine Gautier (CH), 6-2, 6-2
4. Milo Nagle (Delaware) def. Erik Jorsal (CH), 6-2, 6-7 (4), 6-4
5. Dominick Perez (Delaware) def. Kai Adler (CH), 6-3, 7-6 (5)
6. Adam Gavin (CH) def. Luis Marcano (Delaware), 6-4, 6-2
Order of Finish: 3, 1, 2, 5, 4, 6